The 'hybrid cell': a new compensated infinity cell for larger radius ion excitation in Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry.
A new 'hybrid' ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) trap is proposed and analyzed by computer simulations. The trap is basically a hybrid of a segmented end cap (Infinity) and capacitively coupled cylindrical cell, with additional electrodes placed at the center of each end cap. The new trap produces an on-axis electric field z-profile similar to that of the Infinity cell or capacitively coupled open cylindrical cell during ion excitation. Simion simulations demonstrate that, during detection, appropriate changes of the potentials applied to the two new sets of electrodes produce a radial electric field z-profile that more closely approaches that for an ideal axial three-dimensional quadrupolar potential at high post-excitation ICR orbital radius, for improved signal-to-noise ratio and resolving power, and minimal m/z-discrimination.